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ABSTRACT 
 

The social world is very dependable on real and fake news 

and to grasps publicity many unreal news was circulated. 

And to identify the fake news, it becomes necessary to find 

out the solution to this serious problem. Many people focus 

on to explore the false information rather than the true 

information. The overall increase in this unreal circulation 

makes the potential increase in the market. But it is also 

difficult to identify the difference between real news and fake 

news. So it become necessary to create some model o 

understands the nuisance in natural language by defining 

some network in the system. Furthermore the concept of NLP 

can be used to proceed further for extension. Previous 

methods have the intension for detection but it limits with the 

comparison art in between real and fake news because the 

source they referred was on digital media. To rectify this 

issue we try to implement the part using some model creation 

using neural network and once the neural network was 

designed successfully we will try to focus on NLP in future 

work to predict the fake news. 
 

Keywords: Deep Learning, Natural Language, Detection 

Models, Predict, Binary 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Decorating the news so as to further more get the publicity and 

comments is called as FAKE NEWS. And circulation of that 

news was a part of misinterpretation and cause many blenders 

in the market flow and the traditional media used are like print, 

and television as well as non-traditional media channels like 

social media and various related applications. For damaging of 

a reputation of any firm, brand and any other recognize 

personality the fake news was generated.  Many research’s was 

conducted to find an importance of false news over true news 

and it was found that false news circulation was much more 

faster than true news. Nobody expecting to search for the 

source of such fake news and the misleading of such 

information was continued further. So detecting the fake news 

from an authenticate source was a challenge t build the system 

by using Artificial Intelligence or Neural network or Natural 

Language processing. Summarizing of the news was also the 

challenging way to detect the news as fake and real after 

comparing it with actual news. A unique way of identifying the  

news is by extracting the feature of sentence and comparing it 

with the dataset model become an important expect to predict 

the news as fake and real.  

 

So we called it bas stances in the sentence and while evaluating 

it we build various dataset model to compare these instances 

and named it as fake and real. Also the classification of those 

features in terms of words phrases and punctuation required to 

identify the sentence. 

 

Let take some example for classification  

1. Misusing the Data “Have a Beer, It’s Good for Your Brain,” 

reported Inc. But you should wait a minute before you grab a 

pint (or two). The study was done on mice — not people. And 

the amount of beer was the equivalent of 28 kegs in humans. 

2. Imprecise and Sloppy “1 in 5 CEOs are Psychopaths, Study 

Finds.” But the headline is wrong. The research was based on 

a survey of professionals in the supply chain industry, not 

CEOs. 

3. “The corona vaccine is curing the patient” The news content 

is perfectly fine but the understanding part to the user is quite 

different. It publicly committed that the vaccine cure corona 

but if we see the actual fact in it says that vaccine only boost 

the immunity power, the curing vaccination are working 

different in nature. Many examples can be taken to rectify the 

exact understanding of the news but the main problem is how 

to find out the accuracy for it from an authentic source. The 

media of  news circulation was not limited to traditional 

sources but also from non-traditional sources also. 

 

Table 1. Stance labels in training dataset 

Stance 

category 

Percentage Description 

Agree 7.36% Headline agrees with the claim made 

in the news article 

Disagree 1.68% Headline disagrees with the claim 

made in the news article 

Discuss 17.82% Headline discusses same topic as 

news article 

Unrelated 73.13% Headline does not discuss same topic 

as news article 
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2. INTRODUCTION TO NEURAL NETWORK 

ARCHITECTURES 
Various networks can be implemented to design a model in 

order to predict the system for fake news and real news. 

Following are some network description that is available in 

reference for model designing: 

 

2.1 Dense Neural Network (DNN) 

 

 
Fig. 1 Dense Neural Network 

 

It allows us to pass the input as a sequence of words and 

comprises of input layer, an output layer and hidden layer. 

 

2.1.1 Convolution Neural Network (CNN): It is similar to 

simple ordinary neural network the only difference is it was 

build with a set of artificial neurons called as nodes which have 

some weights and some bias pattern. It consists of an input and 

an output layer and multiple hidden layers. And this hidden 

layers includes the convolution, pooling and various 

normalization layers. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Convolution Neural Network 

 

2.1.2 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN): This layer plays an 

important role in understanding language processing part and 

consist of an input layer, output layer and  various recurrent 

hidden layer with some memory gates. 

 

 
Fig.3 Recurrent Neural Network 

 

2.1.3 Data Preprocessing: When we are extracting the feature 

of any sentence the processing of the data is very important 

since it includes various features which helps to extract the 

feature from a particular query sentence. The deep learning 

algorithm was implemented to perform the extraction operation 

from the sentence. Various method of extraction was presented 

further so as to understand the concept of feature classification. 

 

2.1.4 Stop Word Removal: This process involves removing 

the most common words from the sentence sometime we called 

it as articles. Removal of stop word from the sentence does not 

affect the outcome of the result. It indirectly helps to reduce the 

time consuming part which was occurred during comparison 

procedure. Some common stop words are “and”, “but”, “an”, 

“a”, “from”, “in”, “of”“, but”, “an”, “the”. In coding part we 

use NLTK tool kit for processing. 

 

 
Fig. 4 Example for Stop Word removal 

 

2.1.5 Punctuation Removal: Grammatical context in the 

sentence includes comma, fullstop exclamatory amrk, question 

and may does not required to predict the sentence as fake or 

real. So removing that part become easy to predict the sentence 

and it reduces the time processing part also. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Example for punctuation removal 

 

3. PROPOSED METHODS 
The sources also play a vital role of generation of news and 

those sources prediction is also an important parameter in fake 

news detection. Dataset on the other is easily available from 

various internet sources and due to which it become a 

challenging part to identify the valid fake source.  

 

3.1 Static Search Implementation 

In this search we try to implement some algorithm to finalized 

the model which will suit proper for detection of fake news 

depend on various dataset.. 

  

Step 1: Features in the sentence was extracted.  

Step 2: Classifier was design from the extracted feature for 

model comparison. 

Step 3: This classifier was compared with the dataset and them 

finalized to compare with input sentence.  

Step 4: In overall this classification and algorithm the logistic 

regression was very confined and created the model which was 

providing the good result for identification  

Step 6: And finally the model design was used to compare the 

probability or we can say the prediction of truth news. 
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Fig. 6: System Design 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
So by creating such system the dependability on fake news was 

reduced to some extent and the news was published will be the 

real news. The identification procedure implemented in this 

section was providing the best solution to this serious issue 

which will help to minimize the circulation of fake news. 

Whereas the difficulty which was identifying in accordance 

with fake and real news was decreases and one can identify the 

source of the news also. The best method implemented for 

designing the model by virtue of which it become easy to 

identify and predict the new properly and will not effect for 

any branding, status issue or any privacy issue. 
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